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Investing and the price of 

emotional comfort!  
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Emotions drive behaviour…..are we really in control?  
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Second longest and second largest bull market since WWII.    
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Geo-political events - usually unsettling for markets!  
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FTSE World Developed Index 
Daily market movement greater than +/-1.5% 

2017 Volatility in Equity Markets - historically low!  
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However 2018 Global Liquidity set to peak…………….   
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………With QE becoming QT (Quantitative tightening) in 2018.  
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January the turning point for bonds? Inflation coming back?  
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It certainly provided a dose of reality for investors in February. 
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Striking a balance between risk and reward is crucial.  
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“There are two kinds of forecasters in the world, 
those who don’t know,  

and those who don’t know they don’t know.” 

JK Galbraith, 
economist and diplomat 

Where to from here?......The folly of forecasting 
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Timing the market…..almost impossible!  
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Why Market Timing is generally unprofitable!  

“Historical Analysis Indicates You Must Be 

Right At Least 2/3 of the Time* 

A. Bull markets last longer than Bear markets 

B. Stocks go up more over time than go down 

C. Most upward performance occurs in  

unpredictable spurts 

*Source: Bill Sharpe, “Likely Gains from Market Timing” Financial Analyst Journal (March/April 1975, Pg 60-69) 
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Forget the ‘noise’ and let’s keep sight of base principles 
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Investing……3 key considerations! 

Risk Profile: 
How much risk can/will you take 

to try to achieve it? 

Timeframe:  
How long do you  have to achieve 

it? 

Objectives: What do 

you want to achieve?  

Blank  
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However we all make decisions as a function of the environment that we are in! 

http://www.google.ie/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=S8tB_k8KLGpoVM&tbnid=sDFInAsIer6IGM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sapbwconsulting.com/blog/SAP-BW-Consulting/?Tag%3DRisk%2BManagement&ei=-EUvUteMHMPC0QWe0oHoAQ&bvm=bv.51773540,d.bGE&psig=AFQjCNEo7KsyUFxP_hyPmxZTvWNp03hi5A&ust=1378916091460716
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So we and our clients are likely to demonstrate the following:  
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Every time we consider an investment 

recommendation we should always remember 

the facts on loss aversion!  

‘Research at an American university has 

shown that the average person will be 

2.5 times more upset about losing $10 

than they will be happy about finding 

$10’ 

When we create investment portfolios and recommendations for our clients 

under conditions of uncertainty, the consequences must dominate the 

probabilities!  
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Loss Aversion – real examples!  



1995 study of Olympic medal wins found that Bronze medal winners were on  
average far happier than Silver medal winners………….Why? 
 

 The reasons has to do with Prospect Theory and the perceived gains or losses  
      around  a ‘reference point’ 



I feel  so 
disappointed I’ve 

just lost out on  
Gold!  

I feel  so happy, 
I almost came 

4th!  

 The silver medallist was focused on ‘almost winning gold’ with any other outcome  
      now seeming like a ‘loss’.  Instead of 2nd best they just see 1st ‘loser’!  

 The Bronze medallist was focused downwards towards 4th place and not winning 
      a medal at all,  any outcome above ‘not’ winning a medal is a gain!  
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In financial terms, the amount of joy gained from receiving $50 should be equal 

to a situation in which you gained $100 and then lost $50 as both situations  

result in a net gain of $50.  

 Prospect Theory: Assumes that losses and gains are valued 

differently and that people make decisions based on perceived value of 

losses and gains rather than the final outcome.  
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Key Behavioural Finance Concepts to consider:  
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Investment offers no Free Lunch:  
More Return = More Risk 
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Let’s look at a 100% equity exposure.  
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Even with no diversification, time ‘in’ was the key!  
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So the key message, it’s time in that matters, not timing!  
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The information we should base decisions on (framing)  
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The information we do base decisions on.  

 Framing: Choices positioned in a way that highlights the positive or negative aspects 

     of the same decision leading to changes in their relative attractiveness  
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Paying a high price for emotional comfort! 

“Most clients who sell at the bottom don’t run out of financial liquidity, they run out of emotional liquidity”!....Greg Davies 
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The costs of being human!  
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The year on year numbers are quite stark.  

Source: Dalbar: Long term analysis 20yr Timeframe 
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A smoother journey can provide some emotional insurance!  
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“What is required for 

successful investing is a 

sound intellectual framework 

for making decisions, and the 

ability to keep emotions from 

corroding that framework” 

Warren Buffett –CEO Berkshire Hathaway 
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So in conclusion what steps can we take?  

• Set realistic expectations: Try not to allow expectation to be inferred from 
historical records. This will change the threshold at which the fear of failure 
causes your clients to abandon their investment and potentially their future 
goals.   

• Control Exposure to risk: Ensure some form of portfolio protection exists that 
limits losses during market stresses. Understanding that this may impact on 
returns, particularly in a strong bull market.  

• Monitor Risk Tolerance: Periodically re-evaluate clients tolerance for risk 
versus their capacity for loss. Recognise that this tolerance can depend on the 
prevailing circumstances and life events. It is essential that you assess & 
document each separately to demonstrate that you’ve made a distinction 
between both measures.  

• Ignore short term noise: Remember investment markets change every day, 
ignoring the short term noise of the market is difficult, but helps our clients to 
stay on track to achieve their long term goals. 

• Time in, not Timing that matters:  Short termism is the key to most 
investment failures, time is generally the key long term ingredient to success. 
For most investors timing the market is both a practical and emotional 
impossibility !  
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Some further reading on Behavioural Economics:  
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Thanks for listening! 

Correlations matrix 
since inception  
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Important Information 
Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. 

Warning: These funds may be affected by changes in currency  exchange rates. 

Warning: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.  

Warning: If you invest in these funds you may lose some or all of the money you invest . 

Terms and conditions apply. Exit tax (up to 41% currently) applies to gains on life assurance investment policies. A Government levy (currently 1% 
of the premium amount) applies to all premiums paid to a life assurance policy. 
 
While great care has been taken in its preparation, this presentation is of a general nature and should not be relied on in relation to specific issues without appropriate financial, 
insurance, investment or other professional advice. The content of this document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or recommendation to 
buy or sell any investment or to subscribe to any investment management or advisory service. While the information has been taken from sources we believe to be reliable, we do not 
guarantee its accuracy or completeness and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates constitute best judgement at the time of publication 
and are subject to change without notice.  
 
State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Incorporated and registered in Ireland at Two Park Place, Upper Hatch Street, Dublin 2. 
Registered number 145221. Member of the Irish Association of Investment Managers. 
 
BNY Mellon Asset Management International Limited, BNY Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4V 4LA. Registered in England No. 1118580. Authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Services Authority. CP8083-08-03-2012(12m). BNY Mellon Asset Management International Limited, BNY Mellon Global Management Limited (BNY MGM), Newton, 
Insight, Walter Scott and any other BNY Mellon entity mentioned are all ultimately owned by The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. 
 
Davy Asset Management is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.  
 
Kleinwort Benson Investors Dublin Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 
 
Lazard Asset Management Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Incorporated in England and Wales, registered number 525667. 
 
Schroder Investment Management Limited is registered in England and Wales 1893220. Registered offi ce: 31 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7QA. 
 
New Ireland Assurance Company plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. A member of Bank of Ireland Group. 
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